Very Short Answer Questions: A Novel Approach To Summative Assessments In Pathology

Background: A solid understanding of the science underpinning treatment is essential for all doctors. Pathology teaching and assessment are fundamental components of the undergraduate medicine curriculum. Assessment drives learning and the choice of assessments influences students’ learning behaviours. The use of multiple-choice questions is common but is associated with significant cueing and may promote “rote learning”. Essay-type questions and Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCEs) are resource-intensive in terms of delivery and marking and do not allow adequate sampling of the curriculum. To address these limitations, we used a novel online tool to administer Very Short Answer questions (VSAQs) and evaluated the utility of the VSAQs in an undergraduate summative pathology assessment.

Methods: A group of 285 medical students took the summative assessment, comprising 50 VSAQs, 50 single best answer questions (SBAQs), and 75 extended matching questions (EMQs). The VSAQs were machine-marked against pre-approved responses and subsequently reviewed by a panel of pathologists, with the software remembering all new marking judgements.

Results: The total time taken to mark all 50 VSAQs for all 285 students was 5 hours, compared to 70 hours required to manually mark an equivalent number of questions in a paper-based pathology exam. The median percentage score for the VSAQs test (72%) was significantly lower than that of the SBAQs (80%) and EMQs (84%), p < 0.0001. VSAQs had a higher Cronbach alpha (0.86) than SBAQs (0.76), and EMQs (0.77). VSAQs, SBAQs and EMQs had a mean point-biserial of 0.35, 0.30 and 0.28, respectively.

Conclusion: VSAQs are an acceptable, reliable and discriminatory method for assessing pathology, and may enhance students’ understanding of how pathology supports clinical decision-making and clinical care by changing learning behaviour.
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Introduction
Described as the “science underpinning medicine”, pathology is fundamental for all doctors, helping to guide clinical reasoning, the appropriate use and interpretation of laboratory tests, accurate diagnoses and planning patient care. Information from pathology laboratories is needed for 70% of the diagnoses in hospital inpatients in the United Kingdom (UK). Consequently, pathology teaching should be an integral part of undergraduate medical education. The survey of UK medical schools suggests there is great variation in pathology teaching. Some authors have raised concerns about a decrease in pathology teaching in modern medical curricula and its impact on junior doctors’ understanding of what is wrong with their patients and their ability to interpret investigation results.
Assessments are known to drive learning. Currently, most undergraduate assessments use multiple-choice questions, such as Single Best Answer questions (SBAQs) or Extended Matching Questions (EMQs), whereby candidates are presented with a list of possible answers from which they select the most appropriate response. Well-constructed multiple-choice questions such as SBAQs and EMQs can assess deep learning; however, they have been criticised as these formats test recognition rather than recall and are subject to cueing. Furthermore, students will prepare differently for different examination formats. Multiple-choice questions have been shown to elicit test-taking behaviours such as "rote learning", that may be inauthentic to real-world clinical reasoning; patients do not present with a list of five possible diagnoses for the doctor to choose from. If assessments required students to recall knowledge, rather than select responses, this may alter learning behaviour by driving students to seek deeper understanding of the subject. Requiring candidates to generate responses has also been demonstrated to improve long-term retention after studying. Essay-type questions and Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCEs) can test the ability to recall and apply knowledge, and are used by some UK medical schools to assess pathology; however, these are very resource-intensive in terms of delivery and marking, and can only cover limited sections of the curriculum.

An alternative assessment method is Very Short Answer questions (VSAQs), consisting of a clinical vignette followed by a question (usually about diagnosis or management), which requires candidates to generate a short response, typically one to four words long. We have previously shown VSAQs, administered using a novel online assessment management software, to be a highly reliable and discriminatory assessment method in formative examinations; however, these findings need to be confirmed in summative assessments, as the level of motivation of students will be different in high-stakes summative settings.

We used an online tool to run a pathology summative assessment at Imperial College London. The aim of this study was to evaluate whether VSAQs used in a summative pathology assessment were an acceptable, reliable and discriminatory assessment tool.

Methods
Participants And Assessment
The Medical Education Ethics Committee at Imperial College London deemed this study to be an assessment evaluation, which did not require formal ethical approval. The pathology course at Imperial College School of Medicine currently starts at the beginning of Year 5 (the penultimate year), with a block of teaching, followed by some integrated pathology during Year 5. All medical students in Year 5 (n=338 in 2017 and n=285 in 2018) undertook a summative pathology assessment, as well as a written paper and a clinical skills assessment focusing on the specialties taught in Year 5. We introduced 25 VSAQs in the Pathology exam in 2017, which were delivered on paper and marked by hand. We subsequently included 50 VSAQs in the Pathology exam in 2018, which were administered on an iPad using an online exam management software (Practique; Fry-IT Ltd, London, UK) along with the Safe Exam Browser software, to ensure that only the exam was visible, and all other websites and applications were disabled.

Questions were written by experienced clinicians familiar with the pathology curriculum. All items were reviewed by external examiners and the standard setting panel. The Ebel method was used to determine the pass mark. The assessment consisted of 175 questions: 50 VSAQs, 50 SBAQs and 75 EMQs. There were 10 VSAQs, 10 SBAQs and 15 EMQs on each topic: haematology, immunology, histopathology, chemical pathology and microbiology. The questions covered the pathology curriculum at Imperial College School of Medicine and were mapped to the Royal College of Pathologists undergraduate medicine curriculum (Table 1). All students answered all questions. The length of the assessment was 180 mins.

Marking
At the end of the online assessment, answers to the VSAQs were machine-marked using a semi-automated algorithm designed to reduce marking time. This compares the student’s answer against a pre-defined list of correct answers and uses a measure called the Levenshtein distance to measure how closely a student’s given answer matches the pre-approved correct answers. All answers that were identical to the list of approved answers were automatically marked as correct. Students’ answers that were within a Levenshtein distance of 3.0, meaning they were within three character errors (insertions, deletions or substitutions) of a preapproved answer, were identified by the algorithm as an approximate match. For example, if a student had answered “thyroiditis,” a misspelling of the correct answer “thyroiditis”, this would be identified as an approximate match by the algorithm as it would have a Levenshtein distance of 1.0, since only one character insertion is required to make it an exact match. All answers with a Levenshtein distance of greater than 3.0 were
marked as a non-match by the algorithm. All approximate matches and non-matches were then reviewed by a panel of pathologists (see Figure 1). The panel consisted of four pathologists reviewing all student responses online and agreeing on acceptable answers.

Identical responses were grouped in blocks by the application, and responses marked as correct by the examiners were applied to all identical answers. Any answers marked as correct by the examiners were automatically added to the set of acceptable responses for that question and the software will recall these responses if the same question is used again in future.

In order to evaluate the acceptability of the VSAQs in terms of faculty time required for marking, we compared the time taken for manual marking of the Pathology paper in 2017 versus the time taken for examiner reviews after online marking in 2018 (time was rounded to the nearest hour). Answers to EMQs and SBAQs were entirely machine-marked.

Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows Version 24.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) and PRISM Version 5.0C (Graphpad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Mean is given for normally distributed data, and median for non-normally distributed data. The Kruskal–Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test was used for non-normally distributed data to assess the difference between the groups. Cronbach’s alpha was calculated as a measure of reliability. Cronbach’s alpha for EMQs was adjusted for a 50-question test using the Spearman-Brown prediction formula. Item-total score point-biserial was calculated as a measure of discrimination.

Results
Acceptability
Double marking of 25 VSAQs for 338 students in 2017 took 42 hours. The total time spent by examiners to review the machine-marked answers to all 50 VSAQs for 285 students in 2018 was 5 hours.

Facility
In the 2018 exam, the median for the VSAQs was 72% (interquartile range 62%–82%), SBAQs 80% (interquartile
range 72%–86%) and EMQs 84% (interquartile range 76%–88%). The median percentage score for the VSAQs test was significantly lower than both SBAQs and EMQs (p<0.0001).

Reliability And Discrimination
Cronbach’s alpha for the VSAQs test was 0.86, compared to 0.76 for the SBAQs test and 0.77 for the EMQs test. The mean item-total score point-biserial for the VSAQs was 0.35, compared to 0.30 for the SBAQs and 0.28 for EMQs.

Discussion
An alternative assessment method may be useful in driving pathology learning in medical students. VSAQs are a method for assessing ability to recall and apply knowledge as well as enabling broad sampling of the pathology curriculum across a wide variety of topics. We have used VSAQs with an online assessment tool for the first time in a summative pathology assessment. Results show that VSAQs can be an acceptable, reliable and discriminatory method for assessment of pathology.

Students scored significantly lower on the VSAQs test, consistent with our previous findings suggesting that students find this assessment format more difficult. Unlike SBAQs and EMQs, the VSAQs format requires students to generate, rather than recognise, responses and to demonstrate deeper understanding of pathology. Students have previously agreed that VSAQs were more representative of clinical practice and that using VSAQs in summative
examinations will likely influence learning behaviour and improve preparation for clinical practice.²

Use of open-ended questions has previously been limited by the resource-intensive nature of administration and marking by examiners. Furthermore, paper-based delivery of open-ended questions for large cohorts of students is limited by the need for decollation of the mark sheets, marking by hand, the entering marks into spreadsheets, and the introduction of the risk of human error. We have shown how to overcome these limitations using a novel online assessment tool and machine-marking. We were able to mark all 50 VSAQs for 285 students on the same day as the exam.

As identical responses were grouped in blocks by the application, responses marked as correct by the examiners were applied to all identical responses. This facilitated the review process, reduced marking time and ensured consistency. Furthermore, the online assessment software remembers new marking judgments and saves these to the existing set of acceptable responses for that question. This ensures that marking time improves with future use of each question.²

This study is limited by the sample size and inclusion of students from a single centre only. As more undergraduate programs include VSAQs in their assessments, the utility of this assessment instrument for larger cohorts could be evaluated. Another limitation is that student feedback was not collected for this study; however, we have previously reported positive student feedback for VSAQs in a formative exam.²

In summary, the use of VSAQs in summative pathology assessments is reliable, discriminatory and acceptable, and the assessment method will likely encourage deeper learning of pathology by undergraduate students. Future studies need to explore the impact of VSAQs on deep learning. Choice of assessments can complement teaching strategies, including better signposting to students and making pathology more visibly clinically relevant, enhancing students’ engagement with the specialty. Greater engagement with the specialty would enhance students’ understanding of the role of pathology in supporting clinical decision-making and clinical care.
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